Sr.K.G.
Portion for the 1st Term Exam 2014/15.

1. Language – Orals – Reading sentences.
   Written – a, o, i, & u vowel words,
   Rhyming words,
   Jumbled Words,
   Fill in the missing letter,
   Crossword,
   Dictation - mixed three letter words.
   (Refer all the pages covered from the work book during I term)

   Number work-Orals – Oral counting 1 to 100,
   Number recognition 1 to 50,
   Written – Writing numbers 1 to 50,
   Dodging numbers 1 to 50,
   After numbers (1 to 10),
   Between numbers (1 to 10),
   Backward numbers (10 to 1),
   Number names (1 to 5),
   Count and write the correct number (1 to 20),
   Draw the correct number of objects (1 to 20).
   (All the pages and concepts covered from the workbook.)

Oral exam will be conducted for EVS, only for the project
‘Plants and Flowers.’

Rhymes related to the projects completed till date.